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Summary

A more efficient detection of orthogonal
Walsh-modulated Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) signals is required not only for better
exploitation of current IS-95 CDMA systems but
also for future cdma2000 3G networks. Integration
of adaptive antennas at the base station has been
recognized as one key lever to increasing capacity
and spectrum efficiency. Prospective array-receiver
solutions such as the 2-D-RAKE improve
performance; however, in the absence of a pilot
signal, they have to implement noncoherent
detection. In this work, we propose a space-time
processor that achieves coherent detection of
orthogonal Walsh-modulated CDMA signals without
a pilot. We assess its performance in spatially
correlated Rayleigh-fading. Simulation results for
voice links of 9.6 Kbps indicate that up to an
antenna-correlation factor of 0.8, the proposed
receiver outperforms the conventional 2-D-RAKE’s
capacity by 90% in nonselective fading. This gain
shrinks fast at higher correlation factors. In selective
fading, however, it maintains about a 130% gain in
capacity over the entire correlation range. For data
links of 153.6 Kbps, this performance advantage
increases up to 180–200%. With high-speed
mobiles, however, it vanishes quickly at correlation
factors beyond 0.5. Overall, the capacity gains of
the proposed spatiotemporal receiver structure
increase with reduced relative Doppler
(Doppler-frequency/symbol-rate ratio). This may
arise from increased spatiotemporal diversity, higher
transmission rates, and/or slower mobility.
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1. Introduction

A more efficient exploitation of current IS-95 CDMA
systems (i.e. cdma-One) [1] and future cdma2000 3G
networks (radio configurations 1 and 2) [2] requires
enhanced detection of Walsh-modulated CDMA sig-
nals. Postponement of the exploitation of wideband
carriers of 3.75 MHz until better market opportu-
nities [3] puts even more pressure on maximizing
the capacity of the Walsh-modulated CDMA sys-
tems currently deployed over narrowband carriers of
1.25 MHz.

Adaptive antenna arrays promise to satisfy this
challenging demand for capacity arising from the
large amount of wireless data to be supported in the
future. In addition to providing spatial diversity, array
receivers also achieve efficient interference reduction
by spatial combining. To satisfy the current IS-95
standard [1], we are interested in blind array receivers
in which no pilot signal is required.

Significant progress has been recently reported in
developing blind array receivers for Walsh-modulated
signals. For better exploitation of spatial diversity,
noncoherent equal-gain combining (EGC) was pro-
posed instead of sectorization [4,5]. For better ex-
ploitation of the antenna-processing capabilities of
an array receiver, noncoherent EGC over antennas
was replaced by noncoherent maximum ratio com-
bining (MRC) [6] in a structure known as the two-
dimensional RAKE (2-D-RAKE). Following these
last steps in performance improvement of antenna-
array receivers for Walsh-modulated signals, addi-
tional enhancements remain to be exploited until non-
coherent EGC is completely replaced by coherent
MRC in both space and time, without a pilot.

Implementation of coherent MRC combining
requires timely estimates of the propagation vectors
without phase ambiguities. Two structures that

implement blind coherent MRC combining of Walsh-
modulated signals have been recently studied [7].
They are based on noncoherent and iterative
decision-directed training. We follow here a different
path [8–11] and propose an adaptive channel
identification procedure that exploits hard-decision
symbol-estimation feedback. By successive simple
upgrades of the feedback signal, we arrive at
gradually improved array-receiver implementations
ranging from the conventional 2-D-RAKE to a
coherent spatiotemporal MRC combiner. The best
receiver version has a one-dimensional space-time (1-
D-ST) structure that jointly processes diversity fingers
carrying out identification and combining in space
and time.

The organization of the paper is as follows: In
Section 2, we provide the data model and give
a review of the EGC [4,5] and 2-D-RAKE com-
biners [6]. In Section 3, we propose incremental
upgrades of the 2-D-RAKE that ultimately lead to
a very efficient blind coherent spatiotemporal MRC
combiner of Walsh-modulated signals. Section 4 ass-
esses the performance of these receivers in spatially
correlated Rayleigh-fading. Finally, we report our
conclusions in Section 5. Results indicate that the
proposed array receiver outperforms the conventional
2-D-RAKE resulting in significant capacity gains.

2. Formulation and Background

2.1. Assumptions and Model

We consider a CDMA cellular system in which each
base station is equipped with M-receiving antennas.
We are particularly interested in the uplink, but the
proposed technique is also applicable to the down-
link with similar advantages. We consider a multipath
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environment with P paths. We assume that the multi-
path time-delays are perfectly estimated and tracked.
Time acquisition and tracking are addressed in Ref-
erences [8] and [11] in which an efficient transceiver
scheme combining synchronization and reception is
proposed.

In the present IS-95 2G-standard [1] as well as
in the future cdma2000 3G-standard (radio config-
urations 1 and 2) [2], information bits are coded by
a convolutional encoder, grouped into log2�L� bits,
then coded into Walsh symbols, say wn 2 f1, . . . , Lg.
For each symbol, the corresponding orthogonal Walsh
sequence of length L is further spread by a spreading
sequence up to the chip rate before final transmis-
sion. For the sake of simplicity, we do not iden-
tify separately the in-phase and quadrature com-
ponents, but consider transmission over a complex
channel.

At reception, the signal vector received at the
M antennas is fed to a preprocessor, then to a
set of L Walsh correlators, as shown in Figure 1.
The preprocessor carries out baseband demodula-
tion, matched chip-pulse filtering, sampling at the
chip rate, A/D conversion, and despreading at the
symbol rate. Each correlator outputs signal sam-
ples on P fingers that correspond to the P multi-
path components in a RAKE-like structure. Notice,
however, that each finger is an �Mð 1�-dimensional
vector denoted by Zip,n, referred to as the post-
correlation or despread vector of the i-th Walsh
correlator for the p-th path at symbol iteration
number n.
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Z1
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Z1
p,n

Z1
P,n

ZL
1,n

ZL
P,n

ZL
p,n
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Fig. 1. Correlator structure at the base station for a
desired user. The preprocessor implements baseband IQ
demodulation, A/D conversion as well as sampling and

despreading of the data at the appropriate rate. The
M-dimensional vector Zip,n is the despread vector of the
i-th Walsh correlator for the p-th path at the symbol

iteration number n.

We assume that time-variations in the propagation
characteristics are slow compared to the symbol dura-
tion and can be ignored over such an interval (i.e.
Walsh sequence). Therefore, we can write the post-
correlation vector Zip,n as follows:

Zip,n D Gp,n nεp,nυi,wn CNip,n

D Gp,ns
i
p,n CNip,n �1�

where  2
n is the total received power and ε2

p,n for
p D 1, . . . , P are the normalized power fractions over
the P multipaths (i.e.

∑P
pD1 ε

2
p,n D 1). Gp,n is the

�Mð 1�-dimensional propagation vector over the p-
th path, whose norm is fixed for convenience top
M [9]. For each multipath-delay, we assume that

the corresponding M diversity paths received at the
different antennas are spatially correlated, in contrast
to Reference [9] in which the paths were assumed
uncorrelated. We retain the assumption that the addi-
tive noise vector Nip,n is a spatially and tempo-
rally uncorrelated zero-mean complex Gaussian noise
independent for each path and for each antenna. This
assumption still holds when a large number of users
are active even in the presence of spatial correlation
when the complex correlation factor between each
part of the antennas has a different phase from one
mobile to another. Therefore, we aim to implement
coherent MRC in both space and time, the opti-
mal combiner in this case. Otherwise, for colored
noise situations, we may incorporate the optimum or
the multiuser combining solutions proposed in Refer-
ences [12] and [13], respectively; but that is beyond
the scope of this paper. Because of the orthogonal-
ity of the Walsh symbols, the additive noise vector
Nip,n is independent and identically distributed over
the L decision branches with a covariance matrix
RN D �2

NIM. Finally, the Kronecker symbol υi,wn is
the binary result at iteration n of correlating the
received Walsh symbol wn by the i-th Walsh cor-
relator, and sip,n D  nεp,nυi,wn is the corresponding
multipath signal component over the p-th path, p D
1, . . . , P.

On the basis of the data model above, we
next introduce two representative space-time array-
processing solutions for orthogonal Walsh-modulated
CDMA signals (see Figure 2) that have been well
covered in the literature. Later, we propose significant
array-processing enhancements that lead through
various incremental upgrades to a very efficient blind
coherent spatiotemporal MRC combiner of Walsh-
modulated CDMA signals (see Table I).
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Fig. 2. Receiver structure at the base station for a desired
user showing the spatiotemporal processor for the i-th

Walsh-correlator branch of Figure 1.

2.2. Noncoherent Spatiotemporal Equal-gain
Combining (EGC)

The first space-time array processor that replaces
sectorization by an effective combining of multiple
antenna-inputs is the noncoherent joint spatiotempo-
ral equal-gain combiner [4,5], referred to here as Rx1
(see Table I). It simply sums at the output of each
Walsh-correlator branch all the powers collected over
the Mð P diversity paths. For i D 1, . . . , L, the deci-
sion variable at the output of the i-th Walsh-correlator
branch is given by (see also summary in Table II):

din D
P∑
pD1

jjZip,njj2/M �2�

where the division by the number of antennas M is
introduced for normalization. The L decision vari-
ables are then fed to a soft decision Viterbi decoder
to retrieve the information bits (see Figure 2).

For power control, we need timely estimates of the
received symbols (see Figure 2). Since the decision
variables are decoded over relatively long symbol
frames, we simultaneously estimate the received sym-
bols by hard decision as follows (applies to all tested

array receivers):

Own D argmax

i 2 f1, . . . , Lg
{
din
}

�3�

This immediate decision allows estimation of the
total received power O 2

n for power control by aver-
aging d Own

n �∑i 6D Own d
i
n/�L � 1� over a given number

of symbols [4]. Here, we estimate the received power
by smoothing as follows:

O 2
nC1 D �1 � ˛� O 2

n C ˛max
{
d Own
n � O�2

res, 0
}
�4�

O�2
res D �1 � ˛� O�2

res C ˛

∑
i 6D Own

din

L � 1
�5�

where ˛ − 1 is a smoothing factor and O�2
res denotes

the estimated variance of the residual interference in
the decision variable of the estimated symbol d Own

n .
The decision variable din sums the squares of

2MP real Gaussian variables with variance �2 D
�2
N/�2M� (i.e. the variance of the real/in-phase or

imaginary/quadrature component of a complex ele-
ment of Zip,n/

p
M). For the correct-decision branch

(i.e. i D wn), the squares of the averages sum to  2
n,

and hence dwnn has a noncentral chi-square distribu-
tion with 2MP degrees of freedom and noncentrality
parameter  2

n [14]. For a wrong-decision branch (i.e.
i 6D wn), all the Gaussian variables are zero-mean and
hence din has a central chi-square distribution with
2MP degrees of freedom [14].

In Table III, we provide expressions for the prob-
ability density functions fcD�d� and feD�d� of the
decision variable din for the correct-decision branch
(i.e. i D wn) and for a wrong-decision branch (i.e. i 6D
wn), respectively. The mean d D  2υi,wn C P�2

N (i.e.
�2

res D P�2
N in Equation (5)) and the variance �2

d D
2 2�2

Nυi,wn/MC P�4
N/M are given as well. fcD�d�

and feD�d� are illustrated in Figure 3(a) with the
two curves in solid and dashed lines, respectively.
The symbol error rate (SER) could be computed
by numerical integration of the following probability

Table I. Description of the tested array receivers.

Rx description Notes

when P D 1 when M D 1

Rx1 Noncoherent joint spatiotemporal EGC combiner
Rx2 Conventional 2-D-RAKE Equiv. to Rx1
Rx3 Rx2 with coherent spatial MRC combining
Rx4 Rx3 with common decision feedback Equiv. to Rx3
Rx5 Rx2 with coherent spatiotemporal MRC combining
Rx6 Coherent joint spatiotemporal MRC combiner Equiv. to Rx5
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Table II. The decision rule, the corresponding feedback signal, and the resulting phase ambiguities of the channel estimates for each of the
tested array receivers (Rx1 does not implement channel identification).

Decision rule Feedback signal Ambiguity

Rx1 din D

P∑
pD1

jjZip,njj2

M D jjZinjj2
M None No id.

Rx2 Osip,n D
OGHp,nZip,n
M

����! din D
P∑
pD1

jOsip,nj2 ŝwnp,n D Os Own
p,n �p,n 2 [0, 2�]

Rx3 Osip,n D Re

{ OGHp,nZip,n
M

}
����! din D

P∑
pD1

jOsip,nj2 ŝwnp,n D Os Own
p,n �p,n 2 f0, �g

Rx4 Osip,n D Re

{ OGHp,nZip,n
M

}
����! Osin D

P∑
pD1

Oεp,nOsip,n ����! din D ∣∣Osin∣∣2 ŝwnp,n D Oεp,n O n Sign
{

Os Own
n

}
All �p,n D

{
0
�

Rx5 Osip,n D Re

{ OGHp,nZip,n
M

}
����! din D Osin D

P∑
pD1

Oεp,nOsip,n ŝwnp,n D Oεp,n O n All �p,n D 0

Rx6 din D Osin D Re

{ OHHn Zin
M

}
ŝwnn D O n �n D 0

expression (applies also to Rx2, Rx3, and Rx4):

Prob
({ Own 6D wn

})
D 1 �

(∫ C1

0

∫ x

0
fcD�x�f

e
D�y� dx dy

)L�1

�6�

to allow a quantitative assessment and comparison of
Rx1 with the other tested array receivers. However,
the scope of this paper is not limited to an SER
analysis. For simplicity, we resort here to a qualitative
evaluation of the SER. Later we directly estimate the
system-level performance in terms of capacity, the
ultimate key figure used for performance assessment.

Intuitively, a larger overlap region under the two
curves in Figure 3(a) indicates‡ an increasing SER
at the input of the soft decision Viterbi decoder and
therefore a higher bit error rate (BER) at its output.
It hence results in a capacity loss. In this regard, we
shall see that Rx1 has the poorest performance among
the tested array receivers (see Figure 3). In essence,
this receiver exploits antenna diversity in addition to
multipath diversity to attenuate the time-variations of
the total received power (or equivalently the aver-
age fading) by noncoherent spatiotemporal EGC.

‡ A larger overlap region suggests (1) larger integration
values for the density functions and/or (2) larger integration
domains over which these densities have nonnegligible
numerical values. Both effects increase the integral value
in Equation (6) and hence reduce the SER. Both theoretical
and experimental SER curves in Reference [9] (we do
not include them here for lack of space) confirm this
explanation, which remains intuitive, however.

Compared to sectorized single-antenna receivers, it
improves the capacity by reducing power-control
errors and the transmit power. However, Rx1 does not
exploit the processing capabilities of antenna arrays
to reduce the interference power.

2.3. 2-D-RAKE Combiner

To the best of our knowledge, the 2-D-RAKE was the
first adaptive array-processing receiver structure pro-
posed for Walsh-modulated CDMA signals [6]. This
receiver, referred to as Rx2 (see Table I), is adaptive
in that it carries out iterative channel identification
in order to replace noncoherent spatial EGC by more
efficient noncoherent spatial MRC. The blind chan-
nel identification step of Rx2 will be explained shortly
below.

For now, assume that estimates of the propagation
vectors with phase ambiguities are available at each
iteration n (i.e. OGp,n ' e�j�p,nGp,n). At the output
of each Walsh-correlator branch for i D 1, . . . , L,
Rx2 first estimates the multipath signal component
Osip,n over each path for p D 1, . . . , P by noncoherent
spatial MRC:

Osip,n D OGHp,nZip,n/M
' ej�p,n nεp,nυi,wn C OGHp,nNip,n/M
' ej�p,n sip,n C �ip,n �7�

where the residual interference �ip,n is zero-mean
complex Gaussian with variance �2

N/M. Rx2 thereby
implements the so-called ’antenna gain’ by reducing
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Fig. 3. Probability density function of the decision variable (correct decision in solid line, wrong decision in dashed line)
for (a) Rx1; (b) Rx2; (c) Rx3; (d) Rx4; (e) Rx5; and (f) Rx6. Configuration: M D 2 antennas, P D 3 paths, perfect channel

identification and power control (i.e.  2
n D  2 D 1), and postcorrelation SNR D 0 dB (i.e. �2

N D 1).

the level of interference by a factor M at the combiner
output. Second, to alleviate the impact of the phase
ambiguities �p,n, Rx2 implements noncoherent tem-
poral EGC of the multipath signal components by
summing their powers. For i D 1, . . . , L, the decision

variable at the output of the i-th Walsh-correlator
branch is given by (see also summary in Table II):

din D
P∑
pD1

∣∣Osip,n∣∣2 �8�
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Similarly to Rx1, these variables are fed to a soft
Viterbi decoder (see Figure 2). They are also passed
on to a hard-decision unit for symbol estimation
using Equation (3). Power estimation follows using
Equations (4) and (5).

The decision variable din sums the squares of 2P
real Gaussian variables with variance �2 D �2

N/�2M�
(i.e. the variance of the real or imaginary part of the
signal component Osip,n and also of the complex Gaus-
sian residual noise �ip,n with variance �2

N/M). For the
correct-decision branch (i.e. i D wn), the squares of
the averages sum to  2

n and hence dwnn has a non-
central chi-square distribution with 2P degrees of
freedom and noncentrality parameter  2

n [14]. For a
wrong-decision branch (i.e. i 6D wn), all the Gaus-
sian variables are zero-mean and hence din has a
central chi-square distribution with 2P degrees of
freedom [14].

The probability density functions fcD�d� and
feD�d� are again provided in Table III along
with the mean d D  2υi,wn C P�2

N/M (i.e. �2
res D

P�2
N/M in Equation (5)) and the variance �2

d D
2 2�2

Nυi,wn/MC P�4
N/M

2. Notice the reduction of
the noise power bias in the mean d as well as in the
variance �2

d as compared to Rx1 due to the decrease
in the degrees of freedom k (i.e. EGC summations,
see Table III). Later we seek further reduction of k to
gradually improve the decision variable statistics (see
Table III).

The density functions fcD�d� and feD�d� are illus-
trated in Figure 3(b) in which the correct-decision
curve is the solid line and the wrong-decision curve
is the dashed line. As shown in Figure 3(b), nonco-
herent spatial MRC in the conventional 2-D-RAKE
reduces the SER of Equation (6), intuitively indicated
by the overlap region under the two curves. Because
of a better reduction of interference, the noncoherent
spatial MRC also improves the estimation of received
power for power control. Both enhancements con-
tribute to increasing capacity significantly.

As mentioned above, estimates of propagation vec-
tors OGp,n are required to implement the noncoher-
ent spatial MRC combining step in the 2-D-RAKE.
Exploiting the fact that the interference vector in
Equation (1) is an uncorrelated white noise vector,
the propagation vector over each path Gp,n can be
identified as the principal eigenvector of the follow-
ing matrix:

RZp D E
[
Zwnp,nZ

wn
p,n

H] D  2ε2
pGpG

H
p C �2

NIM

D  2ε2
p

(
e�j�pGp

) (
e�j�pGp

)H C �2
NIM �9�

RZp is the correlation matrix over each path of
the despread vector Zwnp,n collected from the Walsh-
correlator branch of the transmitted symbol wn. In
practice, each vector Gp,n is estimated within an
unknown phase ambiguity �p,n by an iterative prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA) method based on a
singular- or eigenvalue decomposition of the sample
correlation matrix ORZp [6]. This sample matrix can be
easily estimated after hard decision in Equation (3) by
averaging or smoothing Z Own

p,nZ
OwHn
p,n. However, in the

next section, we replace this iterative PCA method
by an adaptive channel identification technique that
is less complex and performs better.

In summary, the 2-D-RAKE [6] replaces the
noncoherent spatial EGC of the early antenna-
diversity combiners [4,5] by noncoherent spatial
MRC. It achieves an antenna gain by reducing
the interference power by a factor equal to the
number of antennas and thereby improves capacity
significantly. Following this first step in performance
improvement of antenna-array receivers for Walsh-
modulated signals, additional enhancements may be
introduced until noncoherent EGC is completely
replaced by coherent MRC in both space and time,
without a pilot.

3. Blind Coherent Spatiotemporal
Processor

In this section, we propose incremental upgrades of
the 2-D-RAKE that ultimately lead to a very effi-
cient blind coherent spatiotemporal MRC combiner
of Walsh-modulated signals.

3.1. Adaptive Channel Identification

We propose an adaptive channel identification proce-
dure that offers a unifying framework under a com-
mon structure called the spatiotemporal array receiver
(STAR) [8–11] by equipping various combiners of
Walsh-modulated signals with the same channel iden-
tification engine. By successive simple upgrades of its
feedback signal, it implements gradually improved
array receivers ranging from the conventional 2-
D-RAKE to a blind coherent spatiotemporal MRC
combiner.

This procedure, primarily developed for M-ary
Phase Shift Keying (MPSK)-modulated signals and
referred to as decision-feedback identification
(DFI) [8,11], is adapted to the case of orthogonal
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Walsh modulation as follows (applies to Rx2, Rx3,
Rx4, and Rx5) [9,10]:

OGp,nC1 D OGp,n C 	p,n
(
Z Own
p,n � OGp,nŝwnp,n

)
ŝwnp,n

Ł

�10�
where 	p,n is an adaptation step-size, possibly nor-

malized§, and ŝwnp,n is a feedback signal providing
a selected estimate of the signal component after
hard decision in Equation (3) (i.e. after estimation
of Own, see Figure 2). Table II shows how a different
choice of feedback signal leads to different combin-
ers, except for Rx1, which requires neither channel
identification nor signal feedback.

Notice that feeding back the signal-component esti-
mate Os Own

p,n of Equation (7) as ŝwnp,n in Equation (10)
readily enables implementation of Rx2, the 2-D-
RAKE combiner discussed previously. This DFI-
empowered version of Rx2 is used in the simulations
section. In fact, the DFI procedure of Equation (10)
offers an adaptive PCA implementation that is much
more efficient than the iterative PCA method consid-
ered in the original 2-D-RAKE [6]. Its complexity
order per symbol is only linear in the number of
antennas M. It tracks time-varying channels faster
because of its LMS-type nature (ŝwnp,n acts as a ref-
erence signal). With any random initialization OGp,0
different from the null vector (here with norm

p
M),

it converges to the propagation vector Gp,n as the
principal eigenvector of RZp within a phase ambigu-
ity �p,n (i.e. OGp,n ' e�j�p,nGp,n). The iterative PCA
method in Reference [6] is not decision-directed and
results in a phase ambiguity that is almost random
from one block iteration to another. With the DFI
procedure, the phase ambiguity approaches a constant
after convergence due to the very small gradient-
perturbations in Equation (10) that update channel
estimates from one iteration to the next. Below, we
exploit this phase rotation �p,n as a degree of freedom
to force its convergence to 0 or � by real-valued sig-
nal feedback (which restricts phase ambiguity drifts
to negligible variations in the vicinity of š1). This
gives rise to array-receiver structures that outperform
Rx2 by coherent MRC combining, first implemented
only in space, then in both space and time. In the
following subsections, we resume the discussion of
these receivers as listed in Tables I and II.

§ Preferably jj OGp,njj is also forced to
p
M after each DFI

update for increased stability (we do so in this work),
although normalization of OGp,n to

p
M is asymptotically

guaranteed after convergence.

3.2. Coherent Spatial MRC Combining

In a new array-receiver structure referred to as Rx3
(see Table I), we exploit the flexibility of the DFI
procedure and force the phase ambiguities to sim-
ple sign ambiguities (i.e. OGp,n ' šGp,n) as explained
shortly below. Let us define ap,n 2 [0, 1] and �p,n 2
[0, 2�], as the amplitude and the phase of the nor-
malized complex scalar product of OGp,n with Gp,n
(i.e. OGHp,nGp,n/M D ap,nej�p,n), knowing a priori that
ap,nej�p,n will converge to š1. Thereby we replace
the noncoherent spatial MRC combining step of the
2-D-RAKE by coherent spatial MRC combining. At
the output of each Walsh-correlator branch for i D
1, . . . , L , Rx3 estimates the multipath signal compo-
nent over each path for p D 1, . . . , P as follows:

Osip,n D Re
{

OGHp,nZip,n/M
}

D (ap,nRe
{

ej�p,n
})
 nεp,nυi,wn

C Re
{

OGHp,nNip,n/M
}

' šsip,n C Re
{
�ip,n
}

�11�

To alleviate the impact of the sign ambiguities
ej�p,n D š1, Rx3 implements noncoherent tempo-
ral EGC of the multipath signal components (i.e.
sums their powers). Similarly to Rx2, it applies
Equation (8) to compute the decision variables din
(see also summary in Table II). These variables are
then fed to a soft Viterbi decoder (see Figure 2). They
are also passed on to a hard-decision unit for sym-
bol estimation using Equation (3). Power estimation
follows using Equations (4) and (5).

Feeding back the above real-valued signal-
component estimate Os Own

p,n after hard decision as

the feedback signal ŝwnp,n in the DFI procedure
of Equation (10) forces the convergence of the
amplitude ap,n to 1 and rotates the phase ambiguity
�p,n along the shortest path to 0 or � from its
initial value �p,0. This process is illustrated in
Figure 4 in which the DFI procedure updates the
propagation vector estimate until the contribution∣∣ap,nRe

{
ej�p,n

}∣∣ in
∣∣Os Own
p,n

∣∣ (see Equation 11) to the
decision variable d Own

n in Equation (8) is maximized
on average. Therefore, we have OGp,n ' šGp,n, where
the sign ambiguity is independent from one path to
another after convergence.

As a result, coherent spatial MRC combining in
Equation (11) extracts the multipath signal compo-
nent without noticeable distortion. More importantly,
it reduces the variance of the residual interference
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π /2 π /2

fp,0 at initialization fp,0 at initialization

fp,n after convergence fp,n after convergence

DFI maximizes |Re{.}|
to +1 along shortest path

DFI maximizes |Re{.}|
to +1 along shortest path

π π0 0

3π /2 3π /2

Fig. 4. Phase ambiguity rotation along shortest path to 0 or � on the unit circle (�p,n should read �n with Rx4).

Table III. Statistical characterization (pdf, average and variance) of the decision variable
for each of the tested array receivers assuming perfect channel identification and power
control (i.e.  2

n D  2). Bq�x� and �x� are the q-th order modified Bessel function of
the first kind and the Gamma function, respectively.

Rx1 Rx2 Rx3 Rx4 Rx5 Rx6

Correct-decision branch (i D wn)

Noncentral chi-square
with k degrees of freedom and Gaussian

fcD�d� noncentrality parameter  2

1
2�2

(
d
 2

) k � 2
4

e
� 

2 C d
2�2 B k

2 �1

(p
d 
�2

)
1p
2��

e
� �d�  �2

2�2

d k�2 C  2  

�2
d 2k�4 C 4�2 2 �2

Wrong-decision branch (i 6D wn)

Central chi-square
with k degrees of freedom Gaussian

feD�d�
1(

2�2
) k

2 

(
k

2

)d k2 �1
e

� d
2�2 1p

2��
e

� d2

2�2

d k�2 0

�2
d 2k�4 �2

Parameters

�2 �2
N

2M

k 2MP 2P P 1 —

Re
{
�ip,n
}

by half (i.e. �2
N/�2M�) relative to the origi-

nal noncoherent spatial MRC step of the original 2-D-
RAKE of Equation (7). The resulting 3 dB coherent
detection gain is achieved without a pilot signal.

The decision variable din now sums the squares
of P real Gaussian variables with variance �2 D

�2
N/�2M� (i.e. the variance of the real-valued mul-

tipath signal component Osip,n and also of the real
Gaussian residual noise Re

{
�ip,n
}

). For the correct-
decision branch (i.e. i D wn), the squares of the aver-
ages sum to  2

n and hence dwnn has a noncentral
chi-square distribution with P degrees of freedom
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and noncentrality parameter  2
n [14]. For a wrong-

decision branch (i.e. i 6D wn), all the Gaussian vari-
ables are zero-mean and hence din has a central chi-
square distribution with P degrees of freedom [14].

Table III gives the mean d D  2υi,wn C P�2
N/�2M�

(i.e. �2
res D P�2

N/�2M� in Equation (5) and the vari-
ance �2

d D 2 2�2
Nυi,wn/MC P�4

N/�2M
2� of the deci-

sion variables. Notice again the reduction of the noise
power bias in the mean d as well as in the variance �2

d
as compared to Rx2 due to the decrease in the degrees
of freedom k (i.e. EGC summations, see Table III).

The density functions fcD�d� and feD�d� are illus-
trated in Figure 3(c). The SER of Equation (6) is
further reduced by coherent spatial MRC in Rx3.
Because of a better reduction of interference, it
also improves the estimation of received power for
power control. Both enhancements again contribute
to increasing capacity significantly.

3.3. Common Decision Feedback

We further exploit the flexibility of the DFI proce-
dure in an upgraded version of Rx3, referred to as
Rx4 (see Table I), by introducing common decision
feedback. It forces the phase ambiguities of the prop-
agation vectors to a sign ambiguity identical over
all multipaths as is explained shortly below. Hence,
we replace the temporal EGC step of Equation (8)
by temporal MRC. Assume that the estimates of
the multipath power fractions Oε2

p,n ' ε2
p,n are avail-

able. At the output of each Walsh-correlator branch
for i D 1, . . . , L, Rx4 combines the multipath signal-
component estimates of Equation (11) into a common
signal-component estimate as follows:

Osin D
P∑
pD1

Oεp,nOsip,n

D
 P∑
pD1

Oεp,nεp,nap,nRe
{

ej�p,n
} nυi,wn

C
P∑
pD1

Oεp,nRe
{
�ip,n
}

' šsin C �in �12�

where sin D  nυi,wn denotes the common signal com-
ponent and �in is the residual interference of the above
temporal MRC combining step. Since the power frac-
tion estimates are normalized to sum up to 1, the
variance of �in is �2

N/�2M�. To alleviate the effect

of the sign ambiguity in the signal component esti-
mate Osin, we define the decision variables of Rx4
as follows for i D 1, . . . , L (see also summary in
Table II):

din D ∣∣Osin∣∣2 �13�

Similarly to the previous receivers, these variables
are fed to a soft Viterbi decoder (see Figure 2) and
also passed on to a hard-decision unit for symbol
estimation using Equation (3). On the other hand,
the power fractions and the total received power are
estimated for temporal combining and power control,
respectively, as follows:

Oε2
p,n D �2

p,n

O 2
n

�14�

O 2
n D

P∑
pD1

�2
p,n �15�

�2
p,nC1 D �1 � ˛��2

p,n C ˛max

{(
Os Own
p,n

)2

�O�2
res, 0

}
�16�

O�2
res D �1 � ˛� O�2

res C ˛

∑
i 6D Own

∣∣Osin∣∣2
L � 1

�17�

where ˛ − 1 is a smoothing factor and �2
p,n is an

estimate of the received power from the p-th path
(i.e. ε2

p,n 
2
n).

In the DFI procedure of Equation (10), we now
feed back Oεp,n O nSign

{Os Own
n

}
as the reference sig-

nal ŝwnp,n for p D 1, . . . , P. Notice that these recon-
structed estimates of the multipath signal compo-
nents are different from the soft-outputs Os Own

p,n of
Equation (11) in that they carry the common sign of
a hard decision over Os Own

n . With this common decision
feedback, we force the convergence of the ampli-
tudes ap,n to 1 and the rotation of all the phase
ambiguities �p,n to 0 or �. This occurs only when

the contribution
∣∣∣∑P

pD1 Oεp,nεp,nap,nRe
{

ej�p,n
}∣∣∣ in∣∣Os Own

n

∣∣ (see Equation (12)) to the decision vari-
able d Own

n of Equation (13) is maximized on aver-
age. Figure 4 no longer applies to the individ-
ual multipath phase ambiguities but now illus-
trates the convergence of the ‘common’ phase
ambiguity, say �n, of the ‘centroid’ scalar prod-
uct over all paths (i.e.

∑P
pD1 Oεp,nεp,n OGHp,nGp,n/M D∑P

pD1 Oεp,nεp,nap,nej�p,n D anej�n) along the shortest
path from its initial value �0 to 0 or �. Notice that
convergence of each multipath phase ambiguity �p,n
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to the common sign ambiguity does not necessarily
follow the shortest path from its initial value. Com-
pared to Rx3, slower convergence speed is there-
fore expected. However, we have OGp,n ' šGp,n after
convergence, where the sign ambiguity is identical
over all paths.

The decision variable din now sums the square of
a single real Gaussian variable with variance �2 D
�2
N/�2M� (i.e. the variance of the real-valued common

signal component Osin or also of the real Gaussian
residual noise �in). For the correct decision branch
(i.e. i D wn), the square of the average is  2

n and
hence dwnn has a noncentral chi-square distribution
with 1 degree of freedom and noncentrality parameter
 2
n [14]. For a wrong-decision branch (i.e. i 6D wn),

the Gaussian variable is zero-mean and hence din
has a central chi-square distribution with 1 degree
of freedom [14].

In Table III, we find the mean d D  2υi,wn C
�2
N/�2M� (i.e. �2

res D �2
N/�2M� in Equation (17))

and the variance �2
d D 2 2�2

Nυi,wn/MC �4
N/�2M

2�.
Notice again the reduction of the noise power bias
in the mean d as well as in the variance �2

d as
compared to Rx3 owing to the decrease in the degrees
of freedom k (i.e. EGC summations, see Table III).

Figure 3(d) gives the associated density functions
fcD�d� and feD�d�. Because of a better reduction
of interference, common decision feedback also
improves the estimation of received power for
power control. Both enhancements again contribute
to increasing capacity significantly.

3.4. Coherent 2-D-RAKE Spatiotemporal MRC
Combining

We now upgrade Rx4 to a new version referred to as
Rx5 (see Table I), in which we completely eliminate

the common sign ambiguity in the propagation vec-
tor estimates. We explain below how this step is
achieved without a pilot by positive-valued feedback
in the DFI procedure. At the output of each Walsh-
correlator branch for i D 1, . . . , L, we still apply
the temporal MRC combining step of Equation (12),
only, the common signal component there no longer
carries a sign ambiguity (i.e. Osin ' sin C �in). Thus we
replace the noncoherent decision variables of Rx4 in
Equation (13) (i.e. a squarer) for i D 1, . . . , L by (see
also summary in Table II):

din D Osin �18�

Similarly to Rx4, these variables are fed to a soft
Viterbi decoder (see Figure 2) and also passed on
to a hard-decision unit for symbol estimation using
Equation (3). Estimation of the total received power
and the power fractions follow using Equations (14)
to (17).

In the DFI procedure of Equation (10), we now
feed back Oεp,n O n as the reference signal ŝwnp,n for
p D 1, . . . , P. The a priori known Walsh-correlation
output υi,wn D C1 for the correct branch (i.e. i D
wn) acts as a ‘virtual pilot signal’. Hence we force
ŝwnp,n to be real positive, that is, equate it to the
received multipath amplitude estimate Oεp,n O n. The
symbol estimate Own is now used only to select the
despread vector Z Own

p,n in the DFI procedure and for
power estimation. With this positive-valued com-
mon decision feedback, we force the convergence
of the amplitudes ap,n to 1 and the rotation of the
phase ambiguities �p,n to 0. This occurs only when
the contribution

∑P
pD1 Oεp,nεp,nap,nRe

{
ej�p,n

}
in Os Own

n

(see Equation (12)) to the decision variable d Own
n of

Equation (18) is maximized on average. After con-
vergence, we have OGp,n ' Gp,n for each multipath.

π /2 π /2

fp,0 at initialization fp,0 at initialization

fp,n after convergence
fp,n after convergence

DFI maximizes Re{.}
to +1 along shortest path

DFI maximizes Re{.}
to +1 along shortest path

π π0 0

3π /2 3π /2

Fig. 5. Phase ambiguity rotation along shortest path to 0 on the unit circle (�p,n should read �n with Rx6).
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Figure 5 illustrates the convergence of each multi-
path phase ambiguity �p,n to 0 along the shortest path
from its initial value �p,0. With Rx4, the phase ambi-
guity rotations would follow shorter paths to � if the
initial ‘common’ phase ambiguity �0 is closer to �.
With Rx3, the phase ambiguity rotations would follow
even shorter separate paths to 0 or �. As we gradu-
ally upgrade the spatiotemporal processor STAR from
Rx2 to Rx5, we impose more stringent constraints on
the phase ambiguities and therefore introduce modes
with slower convergence. To avoid the slower con-
vergence with Rx5, we initially set STAR to Rx4
until convergence then switch it to Rx5. When ready
to switch modes, we estimate the sign ambiguity of
Rx4 from Osin of Equation (12) (after averaging over
some iterations) and instantly eliminate it [15] from
the propagation vector estimates of Rx4 for further
DFI update with Rx5.

In summary, we can eliminate the noncoherent
square summations and implement a coherent 2-
D-RAKE spatiotemporal MRC combiner without a
pilot. The decision variable din is real Gaussian with
mean d D  nυi,wn and variance �2

d D �2
N/�2M� (see

Table III). The density functions fcD�d� and feD�d�
for the correct or wrong decisions are illustrated in
Figure 3(e) with the two curves in solid and dashed
lines, respectively. They suggest an additional reduc-
tion in the SER defined now as (applies also to Rx6):

Prob
({ Own 6D wn

})
D 1 �

(∫ C1

�1

∫ x

�1
fcD�x�f

e
D�y� dx dy

)L�1

�19�

However, the qualitative SER reduction is still indi-
cated intuitively by the overlap region under the two
curves of Figure 3(e). It translates into a significant
capacity increase of Rx5 over Rx4.

3.5. Coherent Joint Spatiotemporal MRC
Combining

So far, we exploited the flexibility of the DFI pro-
cedure in a 2-D-RAKE structure, that is, successive
processing of diversity fingers in two dimensions:
first in space over antennas, then in time over multi-
paths. Ultimately, we arrive at a coherent 2-D-RAKE
spatiotemporal MRC combiner in Rx5. Yet further
improvements are achievable by identifying and then
combining all diversity fingers jointly in space and
time with 1-D-ST structured versions of STAR. Of
particular interest, the 1-D-ST counterpart of the 2-
D-RAKE structured Rx5 receiver, referred to as Rx6

(see Table I), implements joint spatiotemporal MRC
combining.

At the output of each Walsh-correlator branch for
i D 1, . . . , L, Rx6 first aligns the multipath despread
vectors Zip,n for p D 1, . . . , P in an MPð 1 spatio-
temporal despread vector (see Equation (1)):

Zin D



Zi1,n
...

Zip,n
...

ZiP,n

 D



ε1,nG1,n

...
εp,nGp,n

...
εP,nGP,n

 nυi,wn C



Ni1,n
...

Nip,n
...

NiP,n


D Hns

i
n C Ni

n �20�

where Hi
n is the MPð 1 spatiotemporal propagation

vector and Ni
n is the MPð 1 spatiotemporal Gaussian

noise vector with covariance matrix RN D �2
NIMP.

Second, exploiting the new data model of
Equation (20), Rx6 merges the spatial and temporal
MRC combining steps of Equations (11) and (12)
in a joint spatiotemporal MRC combining step for
i D 1, . . . , L as follows:¶

Osin D
P∑
pD1

Oεp,nRe
{

OGHp,nZip,n/M
}

D Re


P∑
pD1

Oεp,nεp,n OGHp,nGp,n/M
 sin

C Re


P∑
pD1

Oεp,n OGHp,nNp,n/M


D Re
{

OHH
n Hn/M

}
sin C Re

{
OHH
n Nn/M

}
D Re

{
OHH
n Zin/M

}
D Re

{
anej�n

}
sin C �in

' sin C �in �21�

Given an estimate OHn of the spatiotemporal vector
Hn, Rx6 in effect only implements Re

{
OHH
n Zin/M

}
(see Table II). Similarly to Rx5, the resulting signal-
component estimates Osin are assigned to the deci-
sion variables din using Equation 18) (see also sum-
mary in Table II). These variables are fed to a

¶ Notice that the ‘centroid’ scalar product
∑P

pD1 Oεp,nεp,n
OGHp,nGp,n/M D anej�n and the common phase ambiguity �n
interpret now as the scalar product OHnHn/M and the phase
ambiguity of OHn ' ej�nHn after convergence, respectively.
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soft Viterbi decoder (see Figure 2) and also passed
on to a hard-decision unit for symbol estimation
using Equation (3). The total received power is esti-
mated by

O 2
nC1 D �1 � ˛� O 2

n C ˛max

{∣∣∣Os Own
n

∣∣∣2 � O�2
res, 0

}
�22�

and the residual interference power O�2
res by Equ-

ation (17).
With the same channel estimates, the new process-

ing steps of Rx6 would suggest merely simple rear-
rangements of the data structure of Rx5. Rx5 and Rx6
would be identical and would have the same decision
variables as supported by Table III and Figures 3(e)
and 3(f) in the particular case of perfect power con-
trol and channel estimation. Actually, the benefits
of joint spatiotemporal processing go beyond com-
pact spatiotemporal data modeling when they reach
the steps of signal combining and channel identifica-
tion. Indeed, Rx6 replaces the P parallel DFI pro-
cedures of Equation (10) for all paths, referred to
as 2-D-RAKE DFI, by a joint spatiotemporal DFI
update:

OHnC1 D OHn C 	n
(

Z Own
n � OHnŝ

wn
n

)
ŝwnn

Ł
�23�

where 	n is an adaptation step-size, possibly nor-
malized,k and ŝwnn D O n is the spatiotemporal signal-
component estimate. This 1-D-ST structured DFI pro-
cedure significantly reduces channel estimation and
power-control errors and hence enables a valuable
capacity gain over Rx5.

First, notice that estimation of the multipath power
fractions of Equation (16) is no longer needed. It
is implicitly embedded in the spatiotemporal chan-
nel estimate OHn. Thereby we reduce the sensitiv-
ity of power smoothing to the residual interference
floor O�2

res, higher for the weaker received power frac-
tions �2

p,n in Equation (16) than for the total received
power O 2

n in Equation (22). Furthermore, both accu-
racy and convergence speedŁŁ of the DFI procedure,

k Preferably k OHnk is also forced to
p
M after each DFI

update for increased stability (we do so in this work),
although normalization of OHn to

p
M is asymptotically

guaranteed after convergence (see footnote 2).
ŁŁ Bear in mind that the data model is narrowband (see
advantages of the postcorrelation model (PCM) in Refer-
ence [8] with respect to its narrowband nature.) and that
the DFI procedure updates each element of the channel
estimate as a single-tap filter, unlike wideband filters in

which increase with higher feedback signal to noise
power ratio [16]. The optimum adaptation step-size
that minimizes estimation errors also varies with this
ratio [16]. A joint DFI update with the total received
power in the feedback signal ŝwnn in Equation (23)
results in a better performance than separate DFI
updates with fractioned powers over multipath feed-
back signals ŝwnp,n in Equation (10). It also requires
the tuning of a single step-size 	n instead of mul-
tiple step-sizes 	p,n. Joint DFI is hence faster in
convergence and more robust to step-size selection
than a 2-D-RAKE DFI. While the power variations
of ŝwnn are ‘equalized’ by power control, those of ŝwnp,n
are not. Increased stationarity of the feedback sig-
nal further increases the convergence speed and the
performance advantage of joint DFI over 2-D-RAKE
DFI in terms of both channel estimation and power-
control errors.

Similarly to Rx5, we force the spatiotemporal
feedback signal ŝwnn in the joint DFI procedure of
Equation (23) to be real positive, that is, equate
it to the total received amplitude estimate O n. We
hence force the convergence of the amplitude an to
1 and the rotation of the phase ambiguity �n to 0.
This occurs only when the contribution Re

{
anej�n

}
in Os Own

n (see Equation (12)) to the decision variable
d Own
n of Equation (18) is maximized on average, as

illustrated in Figure 5. After convergence, we have
OHn ' Hn.

Notice that replacing the decision variable of
Equation (18) by the squarer of Equation (13) gives
rise to a 1-D-ST version of the 2-D-RAKE struc-
tured Rx4 (i.e. OHn ' šHn after convergence). Sim-
ilarly to Rx5, to speed up convergence, we start
STAR with this faster version before we switch
it to Rx6. Additionally, skipping the real part of
the spatiotemporal MRC combiner of Equation (21)
gives rise to a 1-D-ST structured version of STAR
close to Rx2 in which the phase ambiguity �n 2
[0, 2�] is common to all paths (i.e. OHn ' ei�nHn

after convergence). This version is not pursued fur-
ther, it only illustrates the flexibility of the DFI
procedure in providing various efficient versions of
STAR, whether structured in a 1-D-ST or a 2-
D-RAKE space-time processor of Walsh-modulated
signals.

which taps implement convoluted mixtures. Hence, neither
misadjustment nor convergence speed (in both the average
and mean square senses) change with the dimension of the
narrowband observation [16].
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In the case of a single path (i.e. P D 1 in
nonselective fading), the 1-D-ST structured Rx6
becomes identical to the 2-D-RAKE structured Rx5
(see Table I). The 2-D-RAKE structured Rx3 and
Rx4 become identical as well. In the case of a
single receive antenna (i.e. M D 1 on the downlink
for instance), Rx2 becomes identical to Rx1 (see
Table I). On the other hand, differences between
the 1-D-ST structured Rx6 and the 2-D-RAKE
versions of STAR remain and gradually offer the
same potential improvements over Rx1 and Rx2.
In the general case, Rx6 version of STAR offers
best performance. However, the intermediate upgrade
versions Rx3, Rx4, and Rx5 turn out to be useful in
spatially correlated nonselective fading (i.e. very poor
diversity).

4. Performance Evaluation

4.1. Evaluation in Spatially Correlated
Rayleigh-Fading

One major concern that arises when exploiting
antenna arrays is the antenna spacing required at
the base and/or the mobile-stations, in which space
limitations may limit the benefits derived from use
of multiple antennas. To minimize size and weight,
antenna spacing should be kept to a minimum. As the
antenna elements get closer, the spatial correlation
between the paths to different antennas increases,
thereby reducing the spatial diversity gain of the
antenna array. Previous experimental studies [17–19]
assessed the effect of correlation of Rayleigh-fading
between two antennas on the performance of a
simple diversity-combining scheme and revealed that
spatial diversity cannot be exploited properly beyond
a critical crosscorrelation threshold of 0.7. More
recently, theoretical studies provided performance
analyses for more advanced antenna-array combiners
in spatially correlated fading, which arrived at a
similar conclusion [20–23].

Here, we measure the performance of the tested
array receivers (see Table I) in spatially correlated
Rayleigh-fading by simulations at both link- and
system-levels for Walsh-modulated CDMA signals.
We evaluate the uplink performance in terms of
the bit error rate, the required signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) at a BER of 10�3 and the resulting capac-
ity, C, in number of users per cell. We assess
how performance degrades as a function of the
spatial correlation of Rayleigh-fading between the

two receiving antennas (i.e. M D 2) at the base
station.

We use the link- and system-level simulators
described in Reference [4] with modifications that
generate spatially correlated Rayleigh-fading. Multi-
path vector channel simulators such as Reference [24]
take into account propagation conditions (i.e. angu-
lar spread, array geometry, locations, and so on . . .)
to model the spatial correlation between antennas.
For each multipath, we simply use Jakes’ model [25]
to generate independent Rayleigh-fading paths to the
two receive antennas. Then we force their correla-
tion†† to a real positive correlation factor, say �,
identical over all multipaths. Thus, we have for p D
1, . . . , P:

E
[
 2
nε

2
p,nGp,nG

H
p,n

] D ε2
p

[
1 �
� 1

]
�24�

where ε2
p is the average power fraction. This sim-

plifies the simulations by limiting the assessment of
performance to sensitivity to a single spatial correla-
tion parameter, the correlation factor �. We sample
values of � between 0 and 1 to cover the entire range
of the envelopes’ crosscorrelation.

4.2. Simulation Setup

We simulate a narrowband CDMA system with
1.25 MHz bandwidth. This system is compatible with
the IS-95 [1] and cdma2000-1x (for radio configura-
tions 1 and 2) [2] standards. We also simulate a wide-
band CDMA system with 5 MHz bandwidth (i.e. 4 ð
1.25 MHz). The cdma2000-3x wideband version of
the cdma2000 standard [2] recommends a bandwidth
of 3.75 MHz (i.e. 3 ð 1.25 MHz). Nevertheless, the
tested 5 MHz system will provide good indication
on what to expect with cdma2000-3x by simple cal-
ibration. Both systems operate at a carrier frequency
of 1.9 GHz. The narrowband system is nonselec-
tive with one path (i.e. P D 1). The wideband sys-
tem is selective with three independent equal-power
paths (i.e. P D 3 and ε2

p D 1/3 for p D 1, . . . , 3).
For each path, a two-dimensional vector finger of
independent Rayleigh-fading is generated with Jakes’
model then spatially correlated using Equation (24)
above.

Both systems serve mobiles with a voice-rate of 9.6
Kbps and a pedestrian speed of 1 Kmph. The Doppler

†† We use the ‘square-root’ of the correlation matrix of
Equation (24) as a spatial transform of the two independent
Rayleigh-fading paths.
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frequency is fD ' 2 Hz. The voice-rate data is coded
by a convolutional encoder at rate 1/3, sliced into
segments of 6 coded bits then mapped into 64-ary
Walsh symbols at a 4.8 Kbaud rate before inter-
leaving with a 32 ð 6 matrix (i.e. 40 ms frames of
192 symbols). Each Walsh symbol’s sequence is fur-
ther spread by factors 4 and 16 to match the chip
rates of the narrow and wideband systems, respec-
tively. Power control is updated every 1.25 ms (i.e.
duration of 6 symbols) to instruct to the mobile
to either increase or decrease its power by a con-
stant step-size of 0.5 dB. This binary power-control
transmission experiences 10% BER and a delay of
1.25 ms.

4.3. BER Results

In Figures 6 and 7, we provide performance results
in terms of BER‡‡ versus the input SNR per informa-
tion bit for different values of � in the nonselective

‡‡ Convergence in both the average and mean square senses
is relatively fast and requires less than two frames. All
BER results are calculated at steady state convergence after
excluding the first ten frames as a precaution.

and selective fading environments, respectively. The
curves indicate the following:

ž For all methods, the degradation in performance
becomes noticeable only at very high values of the
correlation factor, whether the Rayleigh-fading is
selective or not. This confirms that antenna arrays
can still achieve efficient interference reduction
despite a significant loss of spatial diversity§§.

ž The 2-D-RAKE structured array receivers that bet-
ter exploit diversity are more sensitive to spatial
correlation, more so in nonselective fading (see
discussion in Section 4.6). An environment with
poor diversity tends to minimize the gains owing
to better combining of diversity fingers. Notice that
the SNR loss from Figure 6(a) to 6(d) and from
Figures 7(a) to 7(e) becomes more significant and
abrupt at higher values of �. Only the SNR curves
of the 1-D-ST structured Rx6 in Figure 7(f) remain

§§ We verified by simulations that a receiver with M D 2
antennas and � D 1 performs better than that with M D 1
antenna, although both situations offer the same spatial
diversity.
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Fig. 6. BER vs. actual SNR per information bit in nonselective fading (i.e. P D 1) for different values of � (0, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9,
0.99, 0.999). (a) Rx1; (b) Rx2; (c) Rx3/Rx4 and (d) Rx5/Rx6.
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Fig. 7. BER vs. actual SNR per information bit in selective fading (i.e. P D 3) for different values of � (0, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9,
0.99, 0.999). (a) Rx1; (b) Rx2; (c) Rx3; (d) Rx4; (e) Rx5 and (f) Rx6.

almost constant. This confirms the advantages of
the 1-D-ST DFI procedure in reducing channel
estimation and power-control errors (see Subsec-
tion 3.5).

ž In nonselective fading, the degradation in per-
formance due to spatial correlation is more pro-
nounced. Rx5/Rx6 should be used up to a correla-
tion factor of about 0.8.¶¶ For higher values of �,
Rx3/Rx4 is preferred.

¶¶ This value is close to the critical crosscorrelation thresh-
old of 0.7 in References [17] and [18] beyond which spatial
diversity cannot be exploited efficiently.

ž In selective fading, multipath diversity reduces
the sensitivity of the array receivers to spatial
correlation (see discussion in Section 4.6). Among
the 2-D-RAKE structured receivers, Rx5 should
be used up to a correlation factor of about 0.9.
For higher values of �, Rx4 is preferred up to a
correlation factor of about 0.95, then Rx3 beyond
0.95. However, the 1-D-ST structured receiver Rx6
always outperforms the best of the 2-D-RAKE
structured versions for any given value of �.

Overall, the proposed receiver upgrades al-
ways outperform Rx1 (i.e. noncoherent EGC
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M D 2 antennas. (a) Required SNR and (b) Capacity C.

combiner) [4,5] and Rx2 (i.e. conventional 2-D-
RAKE) [6] and offer the best performance for the
tested values of the correlation factor �. In the
following, we translate these BER improvements into
SNR requirements and capacity gains.

4.4. Required SNR and Capacity Results

In Figures 8(a) and 9(a), we show the required SNR
performance results of the tested array receivers
for different values of � in both nonselective and
selective fading environments.kk In nonselective

kk In Figure 8(a), Rx5/Rx6 cannot achieve the target BER
of 10�3 for the last two values of �. In Figure 9(a), Rx5
cannot achieve the target BER of 10�3 for the last value of
�.

fading, Figure 8(a) indicates up to a correlation fac-
tor of about 0.8 constant SNR gains of about 2.8
and 2 dB of Rx5/Rx6 over Rx1 [4,5] and Rx2 [6],
respectively. At higher correlation factors, Rx3/Rx4
outperforms Rx1 and Rx2 by about 1.4 and 0.6 dB,
respectively. On the other hand, Rx5/Rx6 sees its
SNR performance deteriorate below that of Rx1 and
Rx2 thereby confirming previous observation that
array-receiver versions that better exploit diversity
are more sensitive to spatial correlation, more so in
nonselective fading (see discussion in Section 4.6).
Indeed, in selective fading, Figure 9(a) indicates for
all values of � almost constant SNR gains of Rx6
over Rx1 [4,5] and Rx2 [6] of about 4.3 and 3.4 dB,
respectively.

From the above SNR results, we may compute the
corresponding capacity C in terms of number of users
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per cell with a probability of outage of 1% using the
computation procedure in Reference [4]. We assume
a speech activity factor equal to 1 with probability
psaf D 0.45 and 1/8 otherwise [4]. Figures 8(b) and
9(b) show that the proposed array-receiver enhance-
ments offer a significant increase in capacity over pre-
vious solutions [4–6] for Walsh-modulated CDMA
signals in both selective and nonselective fading envi-
ronments. In nonselective fading, Rx5/Rx6 provides
the best capacity up to a correlation factor of about
0.8 while Rx3/Rx4 performs better at higher values
of � (see semidashed curves in Figure 8b). The bet-
ter of these two receivers at any correlation factor
achieves the maximum capacity over the entire cor-
relation range (see solid-line curve in Figure 8b). Up
to a correlation factor around 0.8, it offers capacity
gains over Rx1 [4,5] and Rx2 [6] of about 130 and
90%, respectively. These gains shrink dramatically at
higher values of �. For extreme values of � approach-
ing full correlation, Rx3/Rx4 performs nearly as well
or worse than Rx2. In selective fading (see semi-
dashed curves in Figure 9b), Rx5, Rx4, then Rx3
alternatively provide the maximum capacity among
the 2-D-RAKE structured receivers (see solid-line
curve in Figure 9b). The correlation thresholds lie
approximately at 0.9 and 0.95. However, the 1-D-
ST structured Rx6 offers the highest capacity gains
over Rx1 [4,5] and Rx2 [6], about 180 and 130%,
respectively.

Notice that the capacity curves of Figures 8(b) and
9(b) partly reflect the trend of the required SNR
curves of Figures 8(a) and 9(a), respectively. Other
factors such as channel estimation and power-control

errors also impact the capacity results through vari-
ations of the received and transmitted power statis-
tics in the incell and outcell interference [4]. In
Figures 10 and 11, we show the channel identification
mean square error (MSE) and the standard deviation
of the total received power in both nonselective and
selective fading, respectively. The new curves better
explain the more severe degradation of capacity com-
pared to SNR at extreme values of the correlation fac-
tor �, especially in nonselective fading (see discussion
in Section 4.6). They also confirm the advantages of
the 1-D-ST DFI against its 2-D-RAKE version in
reducing both channel estimation and power-control
errors as discussed in Subsection 3.5 (i.e. sensitivity
of power smoothing to the residual interference floor
is higher for the weaker received power fractions than
for the total received power).

4.5. High Data-Rate and High-Mobility
Applications

To provide evaluation results for a high data-rate
application, we simulate data links at 153.6 Kbps in
the 5 MHz systemŁŁŁ. We use the same wideband
simulation environment and assume a data activity
factor equal to 1 with probability pdaf D 1 (i.e. nonin-
terrupted transmission). We also use the same param-
eters for coding, Walsh mapping, and symbol inter-
leaving. Figure 12 shows almost constant SNR and
capacity curves over the entire range of �, suggesting
a relatively weaker sensitivity of all array receivers

ŁŁŁ For the sake of simplicity, we keep the maximum BER
to 10�3.
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to spatial correlation at higher data rates (see dis-
cussion in Section 4.6). While the SNR gain of Rx6
over previous solutions is almost in the same range as
in Figure 9(a), its capacity advantage over Rx1 [4,5]
and Rx2 [6] is more significant, in the range of 240
and 180%, respectively.

To assess the effect of the Doppler spread on
performance, we increase the mobile speed of the
data links from 1 to 50 Kmph (i.e. fD ' 90 Hz).
Figure 13(a) indicates that all receiver versions exact
severe SNR losses,††† suggesting a relatively stronger

††† In Figure 13(a), Rx6 cannot achieve the target BER of
10�3 for the last two values of � and Rx5 cannot achieve
the target BER of 10�3 for the last value of �.

sensitivity to spatial correlation at higher mobil-
ity (see discussion in Section 4.6). The structures
that exploit spatiotemporal diversity better suffer
most from mobility and see their SNR performance
degrade most at a correlation factor higher than
0.9. The resulting shrinkage in SNR gaps across
receiver versions leaves no margin for capacity gains.
Figure 13(b) indicates that no receiver version except
Rx6 can accommodate more than a single mobile
at 153.6 Kbps. In contrast, the 1-D-ST structured
Rx6 accommodates three mobiles thereby offering
a 200% gain over all other receiver versions up
to a correlation factor of 0.5. In the correlation-
factor range of 0.5–0.9, capacity drops to 1 and
above 0.9 to zero. The corresponding 0-capacity
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thresholds for Rx4 and Rx5 are lower at 0.85 and
0.5, respectively.

4.6. Discussion

In the light of the simulations results above, we
attribute degradation in performance of the most
sophisticated spatiotemporal receivers to a common
factor, that is, channel identification in worsening
conditions due to faster channel-parameter variations
and poorer diversity. Time-variations of the channel
increase with the normalized Doppler fDT, that is,
at lower transmission rates and/or higher mobility.
They also increase in poorer diversity situations‡‡‡,
that is, in nonselective fading, with spatially corre-
lated antennas, and/or smaller antenna arrays§§§.

The receivers that better exploit spatiotemporal
diversity by more efficient use of spatiotemporal
processing demand more precise channel identifica-
tion. Rx3 forces the multipath phase ambiguities to
0 or �. Rx4 forces all the multipath phase ambi-
guities to a common 0 or �. Rx5 and Rx6 both

‡‡‡ We mean particular increase in the variations of the
total received power, which are smoother when averaging
fades over an increasing number of spatiotemporal diversity
fingers.
§§§ We did not investigate this dimension, although it
suggests ways for exploiting the potential performance
advantage of the proposed array receivers in more adverse
channel conditions by increasing the number of receive
antennas (see results with Binary Phase Shift Keying
(BPSK)/Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modula-
tions in Reference [9]).

force all the multipath phase ambiguities to a com-
mon 0. These more stringent requirements of the
enhanced receivers impose extra demands on chan-
nel tracking, which become even more difficult to
attain in worsening channel conditions (see discussion
about increasing convergence time of more enhanced
receivers in Section 3.4). Joint DFI, however, better
exploits diversity advantages in channel identifica-
tion and makes the 1-D-ST Rx6 more robust to faster
channel-parameter variations as compared to the other
proposed 2-D-RAKE structured Rx3, Rx4, and Rx5.

In the frequency-selective high-rate/low-mobility
reference case of Figure 12, we can see the net
benefits of the proposed spatiotemporal processing
improvements at relatively very good channel condi-
tions. The impact of spatial correlation there is almost
negligible for correlation factors below 0.8–0.9. In
the frequency-selective low-rate low-mobility situ-
ation of Figure 9, which increases the normalized
Doppler fDT by a factor of 16, we start to notice sig-
nificant performance degradation of the 2-D-RAKE
structured Rx3, Rx4, and Rx5 due to spatial correla-
tion, particularly at extreme values. The effect of spa-
tial correlation is still negligible on the 1-D-ST struc-
tured Rx6 for correlation factors below 0.8. In the
frequency-selective high-rate high-mobility situation
of Figure 13, which increases the normalized Doppler
fDT by a factor of 50 relative to the reference
situation, effects of spatial correlation on performance
are even more significant and now reach those of the
1-D-ST structured Rx6. Joint DFI makes Rx6 much
more robust to worsening channel conditions. It post-
pones first signs of significant performance degrada-
tion of Rx6 to much more adverse channel conditions
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as compared to 2-D-RAKE structured Rx3, Rx4, and
Rx5. Compared to the frequency-selective low-rate
low-mobility situation of Figure 9, the frequency-
nonselective low-rate low-mobility case of Figure 8
indicates increased sensitivity to spatial correlation at
lower correlation factors due to poorer time diver-
sity. It confirms channel identification in worsen-
ing/improving conditions as the main factor that
drives the losses/gains of the proposed array receivers
with enhanced spatiotemporal processing over pre-
vious receiver structures for Walsh-modulated sig-
nals [4–6].

5. Conclusion

We proposed a space-time processor that achieves
coherent detection of orthogonal Walsh-modulated
CDMA signals without a pilot. We followed an
upgrade path that transformed the conventional 2-
D-RAKE into an efficient 1-D-ST structured coher-
ent spatiotemporal MRC combiner. Joint identifica-
tion and combining of diversity fingers over space
and time in a 1-D-ST structure is found to outper-
form 2-D-RAKE receivers in which processing is
separate in space and time. We assessed the per-
formance of the new receiver in spatially correlated
Rayleigh-fading. Simulation results for voice links
of 9.6 Kbps indicate that up to a correlation factor
of 0.8, the proposed receiver outperforms the con-
ventional 2-D-RAKE’s capacity by 90% in nonselec-
tive fading. This gain shrinks fast at higher corre-
lation factors. In selective fading, however, the pro-
posed 1-D-ST receiver maintains about 130% gain
in capacity over the entire correlation range. For
data links of 153.6 Kbps, this performance advan-
tage increases up to 180–200%. With high-speed
mobiles, however, it vanishes quickly at correlation
factors beyond 0.5. Overall, the capacity gains of
the one-dimensional spatiotemporal receiver struc-
ture increase with reduced relative Doppler (Doppler-
frequency/symbol-rate ratio). This may arise from
increased spatiotemporal diversity, higher transmis-
sion rates, and/or slower mobility.
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